
1. Raise capital for socialist author (4,6)

2. Kids these days: they meet up online (7)

3. Kids these days: out partying, avoiding e-dates
(6)

5. Radical "Soul Train" segment (5)

6. Fight result: at first, Big E pins flunky (5,3)

7. Old Yeller frolics, protecting leader of dogs (7)

8. Look both ways (4)

9. F***ed up encoders? (8)

14. Employing robots for car sex (10)

17. Broadcast "The Flies" regularly - it's gripping
(8)

19. Oscar for Charlie for one famous choral piece
(1,7)

21. FedEx worker
spilled our rice (7)

24. Cosplay shape-
shifting
mythological
character (7)

25. Set up spots before
afternoon is up and
stop for the night
(6)

27. In front of
significant other,
retract support for
a queen's authority
(3-2)

29. Shoo small pet (4)

1. Showy bird catches some Z's (5)

4. Moldy cheese in spring mix (6,2)

10. Changing course, getting around large
stoppage (7)

11. Time to walk like a duck? Nonsense! (7)

12. Flee chest filled with bloodsucking creatures (7)

13. An ark drifts by summit of Ararat (place in
Turkey) (6)

15. As they say in Spain, "I don't know, it smells" (4)

16. "Quite small-minded" captures Republican (6)

18. Picked up tree for the solver (3)

20. Fantasy creature is tailless sea dweller (3)

22. Violin record includes the same note twice (6)

23. Repeat Emperor
Concerto and
Hebrides
Overture's opening
sections (4)

26. Sentries drag us
off (6)

28. Country home
houses an orchid
variety (7)

30. Hint: Yale's head
embracing
standardized test
metric is
exclusionary (7)

31. Dog biting? That is
twisted (4-3)

32. Slander and mock
Herb (8)

33. Bisexual quits
analyzing sticking
point (5)
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